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Regional events have sharpened Australia’s defence policies. The most obvious

response of the Morrison government is committing us to an alliance with the US

and the UK to share and buy nuclear submarine technology.

This has sorted out a messy procurement process that didn’t seem to be deliveringorted out a messy procurement process that didn’t seem to be deliveringorted out a messy procurement process that didn’t seem to be deliveringorted out a messy procurement process that didn’t seem to be deliveringorted out a messy procurement process that didn’t seem to be delivering

worthwhile results.worthwhile results.worthwhile results.worthwhile results.worthwhile results. Prime Minister Scott Morrison deserves credit for trying to do

this much.
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Is the new arrangement in our best strategic interests? We don’t know. Do we need

submarines? We don’t know. If we have submarines, should they be nuclear

powered? Most likely.Most likely.Most likely.Most likely.Most likely.

What we know is that the decision to choose nuclear-powered submarines has

brought Australia face to face with one of the most important technologies of our

time. Leaving aside strategic implications, this is a commendable move.

Macroeconomics Advisory concluded when it was engaged to lead the original

economic analysis for the future submarine project back in 2012 that it is far

cheaper to adopt the technology of our closest allies (including the Japanese for

their systems engineering skills).

We learned from modelling projects such as the Collins class submarine and the

air warfare destroyers for Defence SA that the dollars needed to build and sustain

these technologies oblige us to maximise the technological spillovers to Australian

industry and the workforce.

In addition, we learned that there is considerable capacity and technological

expertise in our shipbuilding and submarine supply chain to this day.

A British Astute class submarine: Australia can import civilian nuclear power too.  BAE systems
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It could even be possible to fill the capacity gap before the new fleet is built by

building an evolved Collinsevolved Collinsevolved Collinsevolved Collinsevolved Collins within the next five to 10 years as a prototype for ships

incorporating a nuclear power plant.

Where do we go from here?

The main lesson is that the technologies required for major sectors of our

economy, and for defence, should be determined by serious analysis of the

outcomes we are trying to achieve. They should not be determined by popular

opinion or ideology.

It may take some time to learn this lesson. So far, instead of considered thought, we

get shouting about floating Chernobylsfloating Chernobylsfloating Chernobylsfloating Chernobylsfloating Chernobyls. Unfortunately, we have also seen the

leaders of the major parties rushing to say there will be no nuclear power in

Australia.

Maybe this is only temporary. As with defence, so in energy production, reality

intervenes. You can deny gravity as much as you like, but apples will still fall from

trees.

Should we follow a Third World
trajectory?

The decision to build nuclear submarines presents a number of alternatives and

opportunities.

One option is to follow a Third World trajectory. This means we remain

technologically backward and import most of the defence expertise we need. This

approach has historic precedents that didn’t end well for us.

Another is to have the confidence to expand our high-tech capacity. This would

mean significant participation in the design, supply chains and building of new

The risks of excluding nuclear from our energy mix are more
than Russian-roulette high. Shouting about Chernobyl doesn’t
reduce them.
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submarines. It would mean developing our engineers, manufacturers, scientists,

skilled tradespeople, systems analysts and so on in the program from the outset.

This is what the Macroeconomics discussions with supply chain subcontractors

supported.

If we do this, why not think seriously about linkages between defence andabout linkages between defence andabout linkages between defence andabout linkages between defence andabout linkages between defence and

economic growth by developing some civilian nuclear capacity?economic growth by developing some civilian nuclear capacity?economic growth by developing some civilian nuclear capacity?economic growth by developing some civilian nuclear capacity?economic growth by developing some civilian nuclear capacity? Why not extract

full value from defence spending by linking it to other pressing policy issues?

We understand, of course, that the energy systems in submarines are not the same

as civilian reactors. On the other hand, there are significant crossovers. There are

also agglomeration effects from having the same technological capacity across the

economy.

And if we are going to be serious, why not start now? There is plenty of opportunity

for involvement. We are entering a period of enormous innovation in nuclear

energy. This is driven by governments and private firms such as Bill Gates’Bill Gates’Bill Gates’Bill Gates’Bill Gates’

TerraPower, Rolls-Royce, GE-HitachiTerraPower, Rolls-Royce, GE-HitachiTerraPower, Rolls-Royce, GE-HitachiTerraPower, Rolls-Royce, GE-HitachiTerraPower, Rolls-Royce, GE-Hitachi and a large number of start-ups with

technologies ranging from large to micro units.

It is sometimes said that we can’t have nuclear energy in Australia because we

don’t have the capacity, or it would take too long. We can do better than this. As

well as defence, we have a pressing issue in getting emissions as low as possible as

quickly as possible.

Sign up for our Opinion newsletter here.
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In the real world, all we know is that nuclear could provide most of our electricity.

Attempting to rely on solar and wind hasn’t worked well so far. Consider GermanyGermanyGermanyGermanyGermany,

for example.

It is true that the Australian Energy Market Operator, the CSIRO and others have

said it is possible to get our electricity using intermittent sources.

It is also true that it is possible to get a lot of our electricity using all sorts of

unconventional sources. To say something is possible doesn’t mean it is a good

idea.

In the absence of careful consideration, the risks of excluding nuclear from our

energy mix are more than Russian-roulette high. Shouting from the rooftops about

Chernobyl doesn’t reduce them.

Alternative energy systems

Where is the detailed official analysis of alternative energy systems – including

basic economics of total systems costs, comparative costs, opportunity costs,

options values along trajectories, discount rates, security functions, uncertainties

and so on?

If there is an argument against nuclear energy, it has to be made. It isn’t good

enough to just assert the same old tired lines about cost in some sort of economics-

free zone. Or spent fuel. Or terrorism. Or whatever.

Who knows what the opportunities might be if we choose the high-tech option in

defence and energy? Surely state governments that want to foster manufacturing

and innovation need to foster relevant capabilities. Indeed, this is our idea of a big

Australia policy and not some population Ponzi scheme.

https://www.afr.com/companies/energy/germany-looks-for-accelerator-in-drive-for-green-energy-20210930-p58vy3
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We live in a region with a high population-to-land ratio. Do countries really want to

cover scarce agricultural land with solar panels, or level their forests?

If we live in dynamic times which require new deterrents, it would seem that

developing the technical capacity to match our military aspirations and working

with other countries on energy issues can only help our security.

Being low-tech and dogmatic might not be so helpful.

Alex Coram and Stephen Anthony are directors at Macroeconomics Advisory
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